2017
Estate Verdelho

2016
Quattro Red Blend

2017
Riesling

This Portuguese Varietal is well known
in the Madeira region of Portugal,
where it is made into a fortified dessert
wine. This take on the Verdelho is
much different, with powerful
aromatics of stone fruit, lemon zest,
guava and white lily leading the way
to this medium plus bodied wine.

This simple marriage of four distinct
varieties (Syrah, Zinfandel, Gamay,
Cabernet Sauvignon) gives this blend a
strong cherry scent that dominates the
nose. Big fruit forward with hints of
spice all balanced out by the extreme
mellowness of the Cabernet.

Traditional aromatics at the front of the
bouquet. Sweet golden apples and salvia
flowers add complexity to the refined
nature of the wine. Elegant body
showcases a hint of residual sugar.
Palate offers brown sugar baked apples,
vanilla bean and trailing Myer lemon
zest.

$35 plus tax

$39 plus tax

750 ml bottle

750 ml bottle

Miscela

2017 Rosetta Rose
(White Gamay)

Intricate white smoke and white
chocolate up front in the nose.
Strawberry jam and cranberry
continue with a touch of sweet oak and
citrus at the close of the bouquet.
Palate offers elegant blood orange
flavors, ripe raspberry and a touch of
clove in the finish.

The first thing you notice about this
wine is its vibrant pink color. Medium
fruitiness and flavors of strawberry,
raspberry and watermelon make this
wine very accessible. Name the
celebration and this wine will pair
with it.

$16 plus tax

$20 plus tax

$16 plus tax

750 ml bottle

750 ml bottle

750 ml bottle

2016
Late Harvest
Dolcetto
Harvested at the end of
the growing season at an
average of 35 brix, this unique
dessert wine has rich tones
of dark fruit, including plum
and dark ripe cherries.
Although lighter in body than
a port, this wine is still the
perfect ending to a meal, to
relax or enjoy with your
favorite dessert.

$22 plus tax
375 ml bottle

Dark Chocolate
Milk Chocolate
Toffee
Chocolate Shoppe

A buttery, crisp and flaky toffee
piece is filled with almonds and
covered in smooth, creamy milk
chocolate, Our English Toffee is
the perfect combination of silky
milk chocolate with a delicate
nutty crunch in the middle.

Dark Chocolate
Truffle
Chocolate Shoppe
Made from Ganache, our truffles
are a balanced mixture of
chocolate and cream containing a
slightly higher chocolate content
to ensure a smooth and creamy
texture. A delightful treat that
compliments the Quattro.

Chocolate Raspberry
Swirl Fudge
Chocolate Shoppe

Made here in our Visitor Center
Chocolate Shoppe and rich in
raspberry flavor, this decadent
fudge will melt in your mouth. The
sweetness of the chocolate and
raspberry pairs wonderfully with
the sweetness of the Riesling.

Dark Chocolate
Apricot
Chocolate Shoppe

Our premium imported Glace
Apricots are dipped in luscious
dark chocolate, creating a perfectly
sweet and tender combination.
Indulge in this mouth watering
delightful duo.

Milk Chocolate
Cherry
Chocolate Shoppe
We double the cherries with this
indulgent treat. Luscious maraschino
cherries are covered in creamy milk
chocolate for a juicy, sweet treat that
pairs wonderfully with the fruity
notes of the Rosetta.

Lever du Soleil
61% Cacao
Chocolate Shoppe
Warm, fragrant chocolate
flavor with a light, spicy
note upfront leading into
ripe
cherry and complex
raisin flavors. Ends with a
refreshing chocolate finish.
*Chocolate cup not included
with non-alcoholic tasting*

